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Abstract – The objective of this study was to examine genetic parameters of popping expansion and grain yield in a trial of 169 halfsib families using a Bayesian approach. The independence chain algorithm with informative priors for the components of residual
and family variance (inverse-gamma prior distribution) was used. Popping expansion was found to be moderately heritable, with a
posterior mode of h2 of 0.34, and 90% Bayesian confidence interval of 0.22 to 0.44. The heritability of grain yield (family level) was
moderate (h2 = 0.4) with Bayesian confidence interval of 0.28 to 0.49. The target population contains sufficient genetic variability for
subsequent breeding cycles, and the Bayesian approach is a useful alternative for scientific inference in the genetic evaluation of popcorn.
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INTRODUCTION
In Brazil, there is an annually increasing demand for
popcorn, with an estimated consumption of approximately
70,000 t yr-1, of which 71% is being imported from Argentina and the United States, mainly (Moterle et al. 2012).
The low number of cultivars is a limiting factor for an
expansion of the crop in Brazil. Popcorn represents a good
alternative for small farmers due to the high price obtained
per production unit and to the widespread consumption in
Brazil (Pena et al. 2012).
In popcorn breeding, not only yield and agronomic traits,
but also aspects related to the quality, e.g., popcorn texture
and softness, should be taken into consideration. Farmers are
interested in high yields and in other features of a normal
healthy maize population, whereas consumers care about a
high expansion volume (EC), which improves the popcorn
texture and softness (Miranda et al. 2008).
In maize breeding, intrapopulation improvement methods are highly important (Van Inghelandt et al. 2010). The
procedure aims to increase the frequency of favorable alleles
for a desirable trait, while maintaining the genetic variability
of the improved population (Doerksen et al. 2003). Selec-

tion among and within half-sib families is one of the most
commonly used methods in Brazilian breeding programs
(Rangel et al. 2008). The main goal of the intrapopulation
improvement is to obtain highest gains with the new selected
population, but uncareful selection could develop generations with high inbreeding levels, leading to a reduction in
population vigor (Dhillon and Malhi 2005, Peiris and Hallauer
2005). The half-sib selection methods provide estimates of
genetic parameters, selection gains, selection differentials,
among others (Peiris and Hallauer 2005).
In maize breeding, the estimation of variance components and prediction of breeding values are
 key aspects in
the genetic evaluation of traits of economic importance,
which can be computed by means of Bayesian methods,
incorporating the different variants of MCMC procedures
(Markov chain Monte Carlo). These procedures determine
the marginal posterior distribution of estimates of parameters.
The Bayesian approach is considered an important tool in
genetic evaluation, since the existing uncertainty about all
model parameters (including variance components) is taken
into consideration (Arriagada et al. 2012, Mora and Serra
2014). In the context of Bayesian inference, all model parameters are considered random variables according to the
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concept of subjective probability. Using a generalization of
Bayes’ theorem, a priori information about the parameters
was used in combination with sample data (represented by
the likelihood function theorem), underlying a posterior
inference on the data (Corander et al. 2003).
The purpose of this study was to estimate genetic parameters of popping expansion and grain yield in a trial of 169
half-sib families, using Bayesian inference as an alternative
of scientific inference in the genetic evaluation of maize.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
The popcorn population used in this study consisted of
a white-seeded EMU-C1. 169 half-sib families were evaluated in a square lattice design, with three replications. The
experiment was conducted on the Iguatemi experimental
farm of the State University of Maringá, in the 2008/2009
growing season.
The measured traits were grain yield (kg ha-1) and
expansion volume (g mL-1). The grain yield was adjusted
to 13% moisture and popping procedures were performed
according to Pacheco et al. (2002).
Phenotypic data were analyzed according to the following linear mixed model (Bueno Filho and Vencovsky 2000):
y = Xβ + Zf + ε
Where y is the vector of the phenotypic observations
(popping expansion and yield), X is the design matrix, β is
the vector of replications and block within replications, Z
is the incidence matrix for the family effects, f is the vector
of family effects and ε is the vector of residuals or error
vector. Variance (f) = G = I σ 2f , and Variance (ε) = R = I
σ 2e , where I is an identity matrix with dimension equal to
number of records; σ 2f and σ 2e are the family and residual
variances, respectively. Each a priori distribution of the
elements of the Bayesian model is given by
f (β) ∞ U (Flat prior; uniform)
f (f | σ 2f ) ~ N(0,G) (Normal prior distribution)
f (σ 2f ) ~ IG(a,b) (Inverse Gamma; shape parameter a and
scale parameter b)
f (σ 2e ) ~ IG(c,d) (Inverse Gamma; shape parameter c and
scale parameter d)
Phenotypic observations are assumed to be normally distributed:
f (y |β,f, σ 2e , σ 2f ) ~ N(Xβ + Zf,R)
The joint posterior distribution is given by
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f (β,f, σ 2e , σ 2f | y) ∞ f (y | β,f, σ 2e , σ 2f ) ∙ f (β) ∙ f (f | σ 2f ) ∙ f (σ
2
) ∙ f (σ 2e )
f
Variance components, heritability and prediction of
breeding values were obtained using the mixed procedure
of SAS (SAS Institute Inc. 2007), with the prior option and
posterior sample size of 50,000, generated by the independence chain algorithm, which is a variant of the Markov
Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. The following two
steps were fit for Bayesian analysis in SAS: 1) In the first
run, Jeffreys’ prior distribution (a non-informative prior
distribution) was considered to obtain the base density
values of the variance component distributions; the base
density is taken as a product of approximate inverse gamma
distributions for the variance parameters, and 2) A second
run was performed using the base density values obtained in
step 1, as a priori information for the variance component
distributions. In mixed procedure the base density for the
variance components is obtained by deriving approximate
inverse gamma distributions for each of the variance components, and taking the product of these distributions as the
base density (Brown and Prescott 2006).
The significance of the family effect, and thus the significance of the family variance, from zero for each trait,
was tested using the Schwarz Bayesian information criterion
(BIC: Bayesian Information Criterion) and a ‘one-tailed’
likelihood ratio test (LRT). Response to selection for both
traits were estimated at two selection rates (20.12% and
10.06%), according to Cané-Retamales et al. (2011). The
Pearson correlation coefficient between the predicted breeding values of popping expansion and of grain yield was
calculated to determine the genetic relationship between
the traits, using the corr procedure of SAS (SAS Institute
Inc. 2007).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Significant differences were found among families for
both traits, according to the Bayesian information criterion
and the likelihood ratio test (Table 1). According to BIC
there was positive evidence against the reduced model
where the family effect is assumed to be zero (i.e. σ̂ 2f =0)
for popping expansion (ΔBIC 2 to 6) and strong evidence
against the reduced model for grain yield (ΔBIC7 to 10);
significance differences for ΔBIC are based on Neath and
Cavanaugh (2012).
The estimates of variance components and heritability
using Bayesian inference via independence chain algorithm,
showed moderate inheritance for popping expansion and
grain yield (Table 2) with h2 of 0.34 (posterior mode) and
confidence intervals from 0.22 to 0.44 (90% probability), for
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popping expansion, and h2 of 0.4 with confidence interval
from 0.28 to 0.49, for grain yield.
Analyzing the heritability values, it was noted (Table
2) that these values for popping expansion were similar to
those of grain yield; the confidence interval of heritability
of popping expansion includes the point estimates of yield
heritability. The results of the heritability of yield and popping expansion are lower than those reported elsewhere,
for example, by Arnhold et al. (2009), Daros et al. (2002)
and Santos et al. (2008). In a trial with S2 families of the
Beija-Flor population, Santos et al. (2004) estimated a heritability of 0.72 for popping expansion. Popping expansion
has positive, negative or zero dominance (Lu et al. 2003,
Miranda et al. 2008, Moterle et al. 2012). This lack of
agreement hampers the exploitation of heterosis. According
to several authors, the heritability of popping expansion
ranges generally from 70 to 90% (Pereira and Amaral Júnior
2001, Arnhold et al. 2009) and is a trait which has additive

effects as main component of genetic variance (Lu et al.
2009, Moterle et al. 2012). Therefore, in general, according
to Lu et al. (2003), popping expansion is less influenced
by the environment and dominance deviations than yield,
which may result in a greater association between per se
performance and crosses.
Table 3 shows the estimates of genetic gain (family selection) considering two selection rates (20.12 and 10.06%)
calculated according to the predicted Bayesian values of
popcorn families (posterior mode). Genetic gains were of
4% - 5.2%, for popping expansion, and of 7.1 - 9.2% for
grain yield. The significant genetic variability among popcorn
families of the EMU-C1 population allowed obtaining the
genetic gains for both traits.
The point estimates of mean, median and mode of the
posterior distributions of the variance components and
heritability were similar, showing a lack of asymmetry.

Table 1. Bayesian information criterion of Schwarz (BIC), and the restricted likelihood ratio test (RLRT) for the significant effect of family in popcorn
Popping expansion
FM
RM
2870.7
2879.6
2881.0
2885.7
4.7
8.9*

Indicators
-2 LLR
BIC
ΔBIC (Model NM – Model FM)
RLRT

Grain yield
FM
RM
6930.2
6940.9
6940.3
6947.0
6.7
10.7*

FM: full model (with family effect) RM: reduced model (no family effect) * statistically significant, according to the test c2 (p <0.05); -2 LLR: -2 multiplied by log likelihood (restricted).

Table 2. Bayesian estimation of variance components and heritability (family level) for grain yield and expansion volume in popcorn
Popping expansion
Family variance
Residual variance
Additive variance
h2
Grain yield
Family variance
Residual variance
Additive variance
h2

Mean
3.249
19.064
12.994
0.334

Median
3.218
19.024
12.870
0.337

Bayesian estimates*
Mode
SD
3.056
0.865
18.980
1.094
12.224
3.459
0.344
0.066

LL
1.889
17.347
7.555
0.220

UL
4.721
20.938
18.886
0.438

71702
329333
286806
0.390

71049
328582
284195
0.394

71962
328852
287848
0.402

44219
297954
176876
0.277

101528
363756
406112
0.493

17453
20084
69811
0.066

* SD: standard deviation; LL and UL: lower and upper limits of the confidence intervals (P=90%)

Table 3. Estimates of genetic gain (family selection) considering two selection intensities (20.12 and 10.06%) calculated according to the predicted
Bayesian values for popcorn families

MBSF
NSF
Experimental mean
GG%

Popping expansion
20.12%
10.06%
1.30
1.67
34
17
32.15
32.15
4.0
5.2

Grain yield
20.12%
149.8
34
2121.4
7.1

10.06%
195.7
17
2121.4
9.2

MBSF: Mean breeding values of
 the selected families; NSF: Number of selected families; % GG: genetic gain in percentage
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Chains with up to 50 000 random samples with a discarding period (burn-in) of 5 000 were considered. This result
is in agreement with Wolfinger and Kass (2000). In the IC
algorithm, the base distribution for the variance components
is considered accurate and, therefore, the MCMC samples
are only rejected if they are not within the parameter space,
which could occur, for example, if a variance component is
estimated with a negative value. Thus, the IC algorithm is a
special case of rejection sampling (Wolfinger and Kass 2000).
One advantage of the Bayesian procedures is the possibility of using the confidence limits (or credibility regions
in the Bayesian context) as an alternative estimation of
genetic parameters, which are obtained directly from posterior distribution (Wright et al. 2000, Mora and Serra 2014).
According to Zech (2002), if there is a priori information,
Bayesian inference can determine narrower confidence
intervals than the conventional ones, and more powerful
tests. However, it is possible to work with so-called noninformative prior distributions when appropriate. The great
advantage of Bayesian inference in the context of mixed
models is the relative ease of obtaining standard deviations
for the elements of the main genotypic effect.
Figure 1 shows a graph with the breeding values of
families, obtained via Bayesian prediction for popping
expansion and grain yield, which were compared with each
other. The straight line indicates the degree of association
between breeding values of the 169 half-sib families. The
Pearson correlation coefficient (calculated between breeding values o f families for each trait) was negative, however
statistically not different from zero (r=-0.103, p=0.2112),
confirming a weak association between the predicted values
of family effect of both characteristics. A genetic correlation
not significantly different from zero would indicate that
selecting families based on popping expansion would not
have a significant effect on grain yield. This result is widely

Figure 1. Scatterplot with breeding values of families, obtained by Bayesian prediction for popping expansion and grain yield, evaluated for 169
half-sib popcorn families (population EMU-C1).

reported in the literature, for example, Arnhold et al. (2009)
and Broccoli and Burak (2004) confirmed that grain yield
is inversely correlated (negative genetic association) with
popping expansion. The Spearman correlation coefficient
estimated by Munhoz et al. (2009) was not significant for 96
S3 popcorn families. Broccoli and Burak (2004) mentioned
that the negative association between popping expansion
and yield can affect the yield gains in simultaneous selection of a breeding population. From the genetic point of
view, this phenomenon indicates that the two traits could
be controlled by distinct genes.
There was significant variability among popcorn families
of the EMU-C1 population, which allowed genetic gains
for yield and expansion volume, however, the low genetic
correlation between both traits would restrict genetic gains
by simultaneous selection.
The genetic evaluation using the Bayesian approach allowed scientific inferences for the breeding population and
was found to be a useful tool for the selection of popcorn
families, corresponding to an equivalent procedure to the
classical linear mixed models.

Abordagem Bayesiana na avaliação genética de famílias de meios-irmãos de
milho pipoca via algoritmo de Cadeias de Independência
Resumo – O objetivo deste trabalho foi examinar parâmetros genéticos da capacidade de expansão e rendimento de milho pipoca
em um ensaio de 169 famílias de meios-irmãos, utilizando a metodologia Bayesiana como alternativa de inferência científica. Foi
utilizado o algoritmo de Cadeias de Independência com informações a priori informativas para os componentes de variância familiar e
residual (distribuição a priori Inversa Gama). A capacidade de expansão mostrou ser moderadamente herdável com moda a posteriori
de h2=0,34 e intervalo de credibilidade de 0,22–0,44 (90% de probabilidade). O rendimento de grãos apresentou uma herdabilidade
moderada (nível de família) de h2=0,4 com intervalo de credibilidade de 0,28–0,49. A população em estudo apresentou variabilidade
genética suficiente para os ciclos subsequentes de melhoramento, e a metodologia Bayesiana pode auxiliar no processo de seleção
de famílias de milho pipoca.
Palavras-chave: Zea mays L., capacidade de expansão, rendimento de grãos, herdabilidade.
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